Quantifying genetically inserted fluorescent protein in single iPS cells to monitor Nanog expression using electroactive microchamber arrays.
Interest in the gene expression levels of pluripotent stem cells has increased in order to precisely understand cellular differentiation. Here, we propose a method utilizing a large number of arrayed microchambers to quantitatively measure an intracellular fluorescence protein that is genetically inserted to monitor a pluripotency marker protein, Nanog, in pluripotent stem cells. Individual cells are isolated and lysed by inducing an electric potential on the cell membrane within the tightly enclosed microchambers. The microchambers have a size that is comparable to the target cells, making it possible to trap single cells and restrict the dilution of the cell lysate. The amount of intracellular fluorescence proteins in a single cell is precisely quantified inside the well-defined volume of each microchamber. Our method will be a useful tool for high-throughput and parallelized read-outs of gene expression levels in individual cells in a large population of cells.